How to use MAGIC mapping for
Rural Development funding
MAGIC is an on-line mapping resource which provides access to
geographic information, boundaries and maps on the environment.
MAGIC now includes boundaries for the areas eligible for Rural
Development funding within Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs)
and the areas covered by LEADER Local Action Groups.
These ‘how to’ instructions have been produced by Rural Statistics, Defra, simply to
aid use of the on-line mapping tool for accessing the published boundary information.
That a site is within an area shown to be eligible for Rural Development funding does not pre-empt decisions
about whether a particular application would be funded, only that the location is in an eligible area.
This is not a guide for more general use of MAGIC.

The site is www.magic.gov.uk. You may be asked to allow cookies / accept the terms of use.
Please do as requested.

1. Select Maps / Interactive Map
or
Click on Get Started

2. Tick the box or click ‘+’ for Administrative
Geographies to bring up the options list.
3. Click ‘+’ for Other Administrative Boundaries.
Do not tick the box as this will switch on all the Other
Administrative Boundaries

4. Choose the boundaries required. This can be either
• the Rural areas within Local Enterprise Partnerships or
• the Rural Development Fund eligibility for LEADER groups or
• Both LEP and LEADER boundaries
(please note that if you select both then where the LEP and LEADER
boundaries coincide you will only see the LEP boundaries)

Rural areas within Local
Enterprise Partnerships (in red)

Rural Development Fund
eligibility for LEADER groups
(in blue)

5. Specify how you want to search for the location.
The most relevant options will be place (default) or
postcode.
This example is searching by place. You don’t need to
press return. MAGIC will start to search once you
have typed something and will offer available options.

NB. This example is using Rural areas within Local Enterprise Partnerships
which will be shown in red

6. Navigation in the map
• You can move the map to another area by clicking and dragging
• You can zoom in or out by scrolling
• You can use the navigation tools to do either.

Here the red boundaries demarcate urban settlements
(built-up areas with populations above 10,000), which in
this case are excluded from the eligible area.

7. Click on the Identify tool to determine
whether a site is potentially eligible.

8. When you move back to
the map a + symbol will
appear which can be used
to select a location by
moving it around and then
clicking on a chosen site.

9. When you click on a location a box will appear.
If you are using the Rural area within a Local
Enterprise Partnership boundaries and the location
is within an eligible area, it will say which one.
Similarly if you are using the LEADER boundaries.
If it isn’t it will say: “No feature found”

10. To clear the Site Check
click on OK or Cancel and to
check another site repeat
from Step 7 or earlier.

11. The Identify tool may report the site
as an “unpopulated built-up site
(eligibility tbc)”. These sites cover a wide
range of functions from horticultural
nurseries to industrial parks; and
disused airfields to international airports.
The status of these sites will be updated
in due course - with some reclassified as
being in an eligible area and some
excluded from the eligible area. Some
will remain to be confirmed at the stage
of applying for funding.
In some cases anomalies occur which result in some
small villages and hamlets having no apparent
population and being an “unpopulated built-up site”.
This is not an error as such, just a consequence of the
relationship between census data and built-up areas, and
how these are associated by the Office for National
Statistics.
Any small villages or hamlets so classified are likely to
be reclassified in due course as being in an eligible area.

12. If you want to search using
postcodes specify postcode on
the drop down menu and enter
a postcode.
As with searching by places
the search will offer options
once you have typed
something.
13. Once you have selected a
postcode the map will zoom to the
location.
A blue shaded area will appear.
This is only the approximate
location of the postcode. It is not
the area covered by the postcode.
You can then use the Identify tool
as before to see whether a site is
within an eligible area.

All the examples
so far have been
based on LEP
boundaries, but it
is exactly the same
process for the
LEADER
boundaries.

It is possible to
include both LEP
and LEADER
boundaries on
the same map by
selecting both
boundaries.
Where the
boundaries
coincide only the
red LEP
boundaries will
be shown, as the
LEADER
boundaries are
underneath.

By ticking the Aerial Photography option the map will be
overlaid with photographic images, which can be
navigated around and zoomed in and out just like the
map. The boundaries will be seen superimposed on the
photography. Here a site has been located by postcode –
again the blue shape merely indicates the approximate
location of the postcode, not its true extent.

